
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

MARK AYOTTE, KEN MAUER, : 

and JASON PHILLIPS, : Civil Action No. __________ 

: 

Plaintiffs, : COMPLAINT AND 

: JURY DEMAND 

-v.-        : 

: 

The NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION : 

and NBA SERVICES CORP., : 

: 

Defendants. : 

------------------------------------------------------------------------X 

Plaintiffs MARK AYOTTE, KEN MAUER, and JASON PHILLIPS, by and through their 

attorneys, LAW OFFICES OF SHELDON KARASIK, P.C., as and for their Complaint against 

Defendants, the NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION and NBA SERVICES CORP., 

state as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff MARK AYOTTE (“Mark”) is an individual residing in Maricopa County in 

Arizona State.

2. Plaintiff KENNETH MAUER (“Kenny”) is an individual residing in Lee County in  

Florida State.

3. Plaintiff JASON PHILLIPS (“Jason”) is an individual residing in Parker County in 

Texas State.
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4. Defendant NBA SERVICES CORPORATION is an entity incorporated in the State of

Washington with its principal place of business located at 100 Plaza Drive, Secaucus, NJ

07094.

5. Defendant NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION, an unincorporated association,

is a men’s professional basketball league with its principal place of business located at 645

5th Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

6. Jurisdiction in this Court is based upon 28 U.S.C. § 1331 as it involves a federal question

pursuant to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq. (“Title

VII”).  Additionally, this Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28  U.S.C. § 1332 as it involves

an action between citizens of different states and the matter in controversy exceeds

$75,000.  Further, this Court has supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ state law claims

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(2) and (d).

7. Venue lies in this federal judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (b)(2).

BACKGROUND 

8. Plaintiffs are three longtime NBA officials who were employed by Defendant NBA

Services Corp. (the “NBA”) for decades prior to being fired, in May and September of

2022, because they did not comply with the NBA’s policy of requiring all employees

(except for players) to obtain an approved Covid-19 inoculation (the “inoculation

mandate”).

a. Mark Ayotte was an NBA referee and a lifelong Catholic. Prior to his termination,

Ayotte had worked as an NBA referee since 2004. He previously worked for the
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Women’s National Basketball Association from 1999 to 2004 and the NBA’s 

affiliated league, the Continental National Basketball Association, from 1995 to 

1999. 

b. Kenneth “Kenny” Mauer began his employment as an NBA referee in 1986, 

making him one of the longest-serving referees in NBA history. Kenny is a lifelong 

Christian and attends church services weekly.  

c. Jason Phillips, a practicing Baptist, served as an NBA referee for 19 years before 

being promoted to the position of Vice President of Referee Operations. He also 

served as a Replay Operations Principal in the Replay Center. 

9. During the 2020-2021 season, before the prophylactic Covid-19 therapies developed by 

Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & Johnson (“Covid-19 inoculations,” the “shots” or the “jab”) 

were widely available, the NBA was able to operate without an inoculation mandate.  

10. Prior to the 2021-2022 season, the NBA established a company-wide inoculation mandate 

through a mixture of collective bargaining agreements and administrative fiat. All three 

plaintiffs were subject to this inoculation mandate.  

a. The NBA mandated that all employees (except for players) be inoculated against 

Covid-19 via a CDC-approved Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & Johnson (“J&J”) 

shot. 

b. In August 2021, the NBA and the National Basketball Referees Association 

(“NBRA”) negotiated an amendment to their Collective Bargaining Agreement 

(“CBA”) such that referees would have to “be fully vaccinated with a CDC-
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approved vaccination against COVID-19 (including Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson 

& Johnson)”.  

11. The NBA’s official policy was that those with sincerely held religious objections to the 

available Covid-19 inoculations would not be required to obtain one in violation of their 

religious beliefs. As such, the NBA offered all employees the opportunity to apply for a 

religious exemption to the inoculation mandate. 

a. This promise allowed the NBA to institute its mandates with little internal 

resistance and lowered the risk of a legal challenge.  

b. For NBA referees, this was written expressly into the CBA, which stipulated that 

the “vaccination” requirement was “subject to the exemptions agreed to” including 

exemptions for “sincerely held religious belief(s).” 

12. At the same time, however, NBA decisionmakers assumed (based on the then-common but 

nonetheless debunkable misperception that the “vaccines” provided “immunity” to Covid-

19) that it was in the organization’s best administrative and financial interest to minimize 

the number of “unvaccinated” individuals in their organization. Consequently, NBA 

executives sincerely (albeit mistakenly) believed that the organization had a financial 

incentive to deny religious exemption requests. 

13. Mark, Kenny, and Jason applied for religious exemptions from the NBA’s inoculation 

mandate. All three plaintiffs submitted timely exemption requests that expressed (1) 

sincere conscientious objections to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson therapies, 

(2) a sincerely held conviction that those conscientious objections were religious in nature, 

and (3) a request for an accommodation. 
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14. Religious objections to the Pfizer, Moderna, and J&J jabs are exceedingly common in 

America. Deepa Shivaram, 1 in 10 Americans say the COVID-19 vaccine conflicts with 

their religious beliefs (NPR December 9, 2021) (https://www.npr.org/ 

2021/12/09/1062655300/survey-religion-vaccine-hesitancy-exemptions). 

15. Many religious objections to the Covid-19 “vaccines” – including those of the plaintiffs 

here – center on the role of human embryonic stem cell products (“fetal cell lines”) in the 

development and/or production of the treatments. See, e.g., Meredith Wadman, Abortion 

opponents protest COVID-19 vaccines’ use of fetal cells (Science, 5 Jun 2020) 

(www.science.org/content/article/abortion-opponents-protest-covid-19-vaccines-use-

fetal-cells). 

a. Pharmaceutical companies’ use of embryonic stem cells derived from aborted 

fetuses is a longstanding and widespread concern voiced by religious adherents, 

especially (though not exclusively) by those who oppose the practice of abortion 

on religious grounds. See, e.g., Alvin Wong, The Ethics of HEK 293, Nat’l Catholic 

Bioethics Quarterly 473 (Autumn 2006). 

b. The cell lines sold under the trade names HEK 293 and PER.C6 are derived from 

the cells of human fetuses. Wong, supra; F. L. Graham et al., Characteristics of a 

Human Cell Line Transformed by DNA from Human Adenovirus Type 5, 36 J. Gen. 

Virol. 59 (1977); U.S. Patent no. 8,221,971 B2, Serotype of Adenovirus and Uses 

Thereof (Jul. 17, 2012). 

c. Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson used HEK 293 and/or PER.C6 cell lines 

in the development and/or production of their Covid-19 shots. North Dakota 

Department of Health, COVID-19 Vaccines & Fetal Cell Lines (updated August 
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17, 2022) (www.health.nd.gov/sites/www/files/documents/COVID%20Vaccine% 

20Page/COVID-19_Vaccine_Fetal_Cell_Handout.pdf).  

16. In response to their accommodation requests, all three plaintiffs were interviewed in an 

adversarial manner, without counsel present, by Neal Stern, Senior Vice President and 

Assistant General Counsel, and Melissa Dean, Assistant Vice President and Senior Counsel 

for Employment & Benefits. Stern and Dean conducted these interviews and reached their 

conclusions in accordance with their impression that the sincerely held religious belief 

standard “is a high standard to meet.” 

17. Apparently, zero NBA referees or replay center personnel met that “high standard” – Stern, 

Dean, and the NBA denied every single application for a religious exemption by such 

employees, including those submitted by Mark, Kenny, and Jason. 

18. The NBA instructed plaintiffs to comply with the inoculation mandate in full and made 

clear that, if they were to remain “unvaccinated”, they would face consequences up to and 

including termination (the “jab or job” ultimatum). There was no flexibility or legitimate 

interactivity whatsoever.  

19. The coercive nature of this ultimatum was particularly acute because of the NBA’s virtual 

monopoly on plaintiffs’ present and future career opportunities as professional basketball 

referees.  

20. Of course, because plaintiffs actually do have sincerely held religious beliefs that prevent 

them from receiving the Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & Johnson shots, this “jab or job” 

ultimatum was not much of a choice: they were compelled to follow their conscience and 

remained “unvaccinated.” 
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21. Because they remained “unvaccinated,” plaintiffs’ responsibilities were taken away, their 

pay was reduced or eliminated, and they were ultimately terminated by the NBA.  

22. In the end, the NBA got exactly what it wanted: for 100% of NBA officials to be 100% 

“vaccinated” against Covid-19.  

23. Ironically, because the “vaccines” did not provide immunity to Covid-19 or its variants, 

100% compliance came with none of the administrative or financial benefits that NBA 

decisionmakers originally assumed: during the 2021-2022 season, 65 out of the NBA’s 73 

fully vaccinated referees (89%) tested positive for Covid.  

24. The NBA nixed the inoculation mandate for the 2022-2023 season. Nonetheless, it refuses 

to reconsider plaintiffs’ terminations.   

Mark Ayotte 

25. Mark Ayotte was an NBA referee for nearly two decades and worked for the NBA and its 

affiliates for the better part of three. He is a lifelong Catholic. 

26. In a letter dated September 7, 2021, Mark applied for a religious exemption from the 

inoculation mandate. “My reasoning for this exemption is based on my personal religious 

beliefs,” he wrote. “I was born and raised Catholic, as was my wife and our two children.” 

A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

27. In his letter, Mark credited his Catholic faith for his opposition to “so-called fetal therapy, 

in which [a] human fetus in various stages of its development is aborted and used … to 

treat various disease[s].” As he noted (correctly): “All three of the currently available 

COVID-19 vaccines are produced by, derived from, manufactured with, tested on, 

developed with, or otherwise connected to aborted fetal cell lines.” 
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28. On September 16, 2021, Mark was advised that the NBA wished to question him regarding 

this application.  

29. On September 17, Mark met with NBA attorneys Neal Stern and Melissa Dean for 

approximately 30 minutes.  

30. The meeting began with Stern’s portentous preface: “I don’t want you to feel like we are 

attacking you.” Stern and Dean then proceeded to interrogate Mark on topics ranging from 

Vatican trivia to how he reconciled his “pro-life” beliefs with the ostensible fact that small, 

unvaccinated children might die as a result of his failure to take the Covid-19 jab. 

31. During the meeting, Mark admitted that he was not up-to-date on the Pope’s guidance 

regarding Covid-19 “vaccines.” Stern and Dean jumped on this admission as a “gotcha!” 

moment.  

32. Their “gotcha!” centered upon the Vatican’s December 17, 2020, Note on the morality of 

using some anti-Covid-19 vaccines, which states that “when ethically irreproachable 

Covid-19 vaccines are not available . . . it is morally acceptable to receive Covid-19 

vaccines that have used cell lines from aborted fetuses in their research and production 

process.” (emphasis added).  

33. Skipping the part of the Vatican’s Note that spoke to the Church’s unequivocal 

condemnation of the available “vaccines” as a “cooperation in evil”1 and its declaration 

“that vaccination is not, as a rule, a moral obligation and that, therefore, it must be 

 
1 Specifically “in cases where cells from aborted fetuses are employed to create cell lines for use in scientific research.” 
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voluntary”2 (emphasis added), Stern and Dean took Ayotte to task on whether the Vatican’s 

acknowledgement that it is “morally acceptable” for Catholics to take the Covid-19 shots, 

notwithstanding their association with fetal cell lines, would impact his decision.  

34. “I know what the Church’s position on abortion is,” Mark replied. “My belief is based on 

that. I don’t know what the Pope has released on abortion, but I can’t imagine it goes 

against that.” Throughout the interview, Mark consistently reaffirmed his religious 

conviction that abortion is wrong and that the use of aborted fetal cells to create medicines 

is, to his conscience, “troubling.” 

35. On October 11, 2021, the NBA denied Mark Ayotte’s request for a religious exemption.  

a. The sole basis for this denial was Mark’s alleged failure to articulate a proper 

understanding of the Catholic Church’s current position on vaccination.  

b. In the words of the rejection memo: “The NBA does not find Ayotte to be credible 

with respect to his understanding of the Vatican’s position, which calls into doubt 

his reliance on the Church’s views on the use of fetal cells. Accordingly, based on 

the record before us, the NBA finds that Ayotte’s asserted religious belief is not 

sincerely held, and the NBA denies his request for a religious exemption”. 

c. A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 

36. As a direct result of the NBA’s rejection of his religious exemption request, Mark was 

subject to § A.3 of the amended CBA: “A referee who refuses to receive a vaccination 

(including any required booster) will be suspended without pay or medical benefits for the 

 
2 “Those who, however, for reasons of conscience, refuse vaccines produced with cell lines from aborted fetuses, must 

do their utmost to avoid, by other prophylactic means and appropriate behavior, becoming vehicles for the 

transmission of the infectious agent.” 
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period of up to one year… If the Referee has not been vaccinated by September 1, 2022, 

he/she will be terminated ‘without cause’ ”. 

37. Mark, in accordance with his conscience (and in a manner entirely consistent with the 

teachings of the Catholic Church and the practices of many Catholics worldwide), 

continued to refuse the “vaccine” on religious grounds. 

38. Consequently, he was suspended without pay or retirement benefits for the entirety of the 

2021-2022 season. It would have been his 18th season as an NBA referee.  

39. On September 1, 2022, at the outset of what would have been his 27th year with the NBA 

and its affiliates, Mark was summarily terminated.  

Kenny Mauer 

40. Kenneth “Kenny” Mauer began his employment as an NBA referee in 1986, making him 

one of the longest-serving referees in NBA history.  

41. A self-described “gentleman who was raised Catholic” who attended church every Sunday, 

“even while traveling on the road” for NBA games, Kenny found himself “having a 

difficult time accepting the Pope’s stance in promoting this vaccine.” As a result, he 

“attend[s] different denominations from week to week.” As a result, in addition to attending 

Catholic services, Kenny is a member of the Baptist Evangelical Eagle Brook megachurch 

community. 

42. In August 2021, the NBA and NBRA added a requirement that referees get “a CDC-

approved vaccination against COVID-19 (including Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & 

Johnson)” to the collective bargaining agreement. Per the CBA, the NBA promised to offer 

medical and religious exemptions for referees.  
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43. In a letter dated September 2, 2021, Kenny requested an exemption from the NBA’s 

mandate. In that letter, he cited two issues.  

a. First, the “vaccines” in question “utilize aborted fetal tissue,” which conflicts with 

Kenny’s belief that life begins at conception.  

b. Second, the shots are “unnatural and will pollute my body forever with synthetic 

mRNA.” This is objectionable given Kenny’s belief that “God’s name is on every 

human chromosome.” 

c. A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 

44. Kenny also submitted a separate letter, dated September 7, 2021, from senior pastor Jason 

Strand of Eagle Brook Church.  

a. “As his pastor,” Strand wrote, “I can speak to the sincerity of his faith and his 

request. Ken told me that after the directive to accept the COVID vaccine came out, 

he started searching the Scriptures as to how he should respond, and if he should 

accept the shot… Because some vaccines use aborted fetal cell lines and because 

Ken’s conscience convicts him regarding this issue, Ken believes that if he were to 

accept the Covid shot, he would be in sin.”  

b. A copy of the letter is included in the Exhibit 3 attachment. 

45. On September 16, 2021, Kenny was advised that the NBA wished to question him 

regarding his exemption request. Although NBRA representative John Goble attended, 

Ken was flatly forbidden from bringing personal legal representation. 
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46. On September 17, 2021, Kenny Mauer was “interviewed” by two NBA attorneys, Neal 

Stern and Melissa Dean, for approximately 30 minutes. Kenny has likened the experience 

to an “inquisition.”  

47. During the interview-cum-interrogation, Stern and Dean quizzed Kenny on diverse topics 

ranging from legal trivialities to trolley problems to his medical history.  

a. At one point, he was asked whether getting the vaccine is a civil liberty issue or a 

religious issue. Kenny’s answer – “both” – is correct as a matter of fact and law. 

b. Kenny was also asked about reconciling the risk COVID-19 poses to unvaccinated 

children with his concern about the sanctity of life – a question that reveals more 

about the ignorance of the questioners than its answer reveals about the sincerity of 

the questionee (Covid-19 has never posed an appreciable risk to children, a fact that 

should have been known to NBA’s counsel at the time).  

48. Finally, Stern and Dean honed in on Kenny’s medical history and, after unsuccessfully 

pressing him on his vaccination history, extracted an “admission” that Kenny took 

Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin as a prophylactic measure against Covid. According 

to Stern and Dean, Kenny’s use of these drugs was a “gotcha!” moment because, in their 

view, their use logically conflicts with his stated belief that vaccination “pollutes” the 

human body.3 

49. On October 11, 2021, the NBA denied Kenny’s request for a religious exemption. A copy 

of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. The letter cited two reasons for the denial. 

 
3 Of course, it should be noted that Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin are soluble compounds that the body digests 

and expels, while mRNA and viral vector “vaccines” (by design) leave a biological imprint that lasts for years or even 

indefinitely. But for Stern and Dean, logic is the domain of religious adherents, not employment lawyers. 
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50. First, the NBA concluded that “Mauer’s use of substances [Hydroxychloroquine and 

Ivermectin] to attempt to immunize himself from COVID-19 indicates that he does not in 

fact believe solely in divine healing and the healing abilities of the human body.” NBA’s 

Denial of KM’s RE.  

a. At the outset, this is an overstatement of Kenny’s beliefs, which are not a 

categorical prohibition on any and all medical interventions. Indeed, as Kenny 

repeatedly asserted, his objections to the “vaccines” stem from (1) the use of fetal 

stem cells in their development and (2) the long-term or permanent biophysical 

changes that these “vaccines” would induce. 

b. Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin are non-invasive alternatives to the Pfizer, 

Moderna, and J&J shots. Though the efficacy of these medications as a Covid-19 

prophylactic is debated, it cannot be contested that neither of these “WHO essential 

medicines list” staples offends either of the concerns Kenny cited as the basis of his 

objections to the “vaccines.” See, e.g., Formiga et al., Ivermectin: an award-

winning drug with expected antiviral activity against COVID-19, 329 J. of 

Controlled Release 758–761 (2021) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/ 

articles/PMC7539925/; 

c. Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin were developed before the technology of fetal 

cell lines was even an option for medical researchers; both are passed naturally and 

neither contains mRNA. See, e.g., Formiga et al., supra; Schrezenmeier & Dörner, 

Mechanisms of action of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine: implications for 

rheumatology, 16 Nature Reviews Rheumatology 155–166 (2020) 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41584-020-0372-x. 
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51. Second, “the Johnson & Johnson vaccine does not rely on synthetic mRNA” and therefore 

(according to the NBA) evades Kenny’s “objection to what he described as the use of 

aborted fetal tissue in the mRNA vaccines and concern that synthetic mRNA will pollute 

his body.”  

a. While it is true that the J&J shot does not contain synthetic mRNA, it is equally 

true that each dose is manufactured using Johnson & Johnson’s proprietary Human 

Primary Embryonic Retinal Cells (“PER.C6”), derived from cells originally 

harvested from the retina of an aborted fetus in 1985. Meredith Wadman, Abortion 

opponents protest COVID-19 vaccines’ use of fetal cells (Science, 5 Jun 2020) 

(www.science.org/content/article/abortion-opponents-protest-covid-19-vaccines-

use-fetal-cells). 

b. Consequently, as far as the use of abortion-derived cell lines are concerned, the J&J 

shot is the most objectionable of the three Covid-19 “vaccines” available to the 

American public. See, e.g., U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, U.S. Bishop 

Chairmen for Doctrine and for Pro-Life Address the Use of the Johnson & Johnson 

Covid-19 Vaccine (March 2, 2021) (“Pfizer and Moderna’s vaccines raised 

concerns because an abortion-derived cell line was used for testing them, but not in 

their production.  The Johnson & Johnson vaccine, however, was developed, tested 

and is produced with abortion-derived cell lines raising additional moral 

concerns.”) 

52. The NBA’s denial of Kenny’s religious exemption request effected a complete repudiation 

of his right to a religious accommodation regarding § A.3 of the amended CBA: “A referee 

who refuses to receive a vaccination (including any required booster) will be suspended 
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without pay or medical benefits for the period of up to one year… If the Referee has not 

been vaccinated by September 1, 2022, he/she will be terminated ‘without cause’”. 

53. Because Kenny does sincerely object to the available Covid-19 shots on religious grounds, 

his conscience compelled him to remain unvaccinated. Consequently, he was suspended 

without pay or retirement benefits for the entirety of the 2021-2022 season.  

54. On September 1, 2022, at the outset of what would have been his 37th year as an NBA 

referee, Kenny was summarily terminated.  

Jason Phillips 

55. Jason Phillips was a longtime NBA official. He served as an NBA referee for 19 years 

when, at the height of his officiating career, the NBA recruited him to join the Replay 

Center. He then served as Vice President of Referee Operations and Replay Center 

Principal. 

56. Jason was a longtime member of the Greenwood Baptist Church and now attends Chapel 

Creek Fellowship. 

57. In or around August 2021, the NBA mandated that all non-player NBA employees be 

“vaccinated” against Covid-19 by obtaining a full regiment of the Pfizer, Moderna, or 

Johnson & Johnson shots. The NBA promised to provide religious exemptions to this 

inoculation mandate for those with a sincere religious objection to the available 

prophylactic Covid-19 therapies.  

58. On September 21, 2021, Jason submitted a request for a religious exemption.  

a. “I am writing this email for a religious exemption from the NBA’s Covid shot 

directive,” he wrote. “I understand that the manufactures of these shots have used 
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aborted fetal cells as a part of their development and/or testing. The Bible teaches 

us that life begins at conception and that the taking of human life at any stage is 

wrong. Exodus 20:13 and Deuteronomy 5:17 both command us not to murder and 

as a faithful Christian who believes in the Bible and it’s teachings, I cannot in good 

conscience use any product that takes its origin in abortion.”  

b. A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 

59. Jason also submitted a September 10, 2021, letter written by his pastor, Pastor Sonny 

Grissom of the Greenwood Baptist Church.  

a. “Greenwood Baptist Church has a long history of being active in the fight for 

protecting the unborn,” Grissom wrote. “We believe, support, and teach the sanctity 

of human life from conception to natural death. Our Biblical stance on the COVID-

19 vaccines currently available is based on religious and ethical grounds. Whether 

the use of fetal stem cells were used in the development phase for proof of concept 

or in the actual production of the vaccine, we object to any use of aborted fetuses 

for these vaccines. Therefore we do not support the research, production or 

receiving of any COVID-19 vaccine that uses stem cells from aborted fetuses.” 

b. A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 

60. Jason was invited to discuss his religious exemption application by Neal Stern and Melissa 

Dean on September 27, 2021. Jason was not represented by counsel or other representation; 

he expected a conversation with Stern and Dean centering on ways to eliminate or 

minimize any health and safety concerns management might have regarding his 
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unvaccinated status. Instead, his religious statement and personal religious beliefs were 

micro-analyzed while the NBA’s top attorneys impugned his sincerity and integrity. 

61. Stern and Dean said nothing about health and safety or about ways to ameliorate any 

possible burden that his exemption might create. In fact, the NBA’s lawyers refused to 

engage Jason’s attempts to bring up the subject.  

a. They dodged his inquiry as to why they had not considered it a health and safety 

risk for “unvaccinated” replay officials to work with “unvaccinated” referees in 

close proximity for the entire 2020-2021 season.  

b. Nor did they engage when he asked whether and why they thought the 2020-2021 

Covid-19 testing protocol was inadequate for the 2021-2022 season.  

62. At the conclusion of the interrogation, Stern and Dean asked Jason to sign a release 

document waiving his right to sue for discrimination.  

63. On Monday April 4, 2022, Jason received a call from Byron Spruell, President of League 

Operations. Spruell informed Jason that he would be terminated effective April 28, 2022.  

a. Jason expressed his disappointment and disagreement with the termination and 

requested a more in-depth explanation.  

b. Spruell acknowledged that Jason’s termination was the consequence of his choice 

to remain unvaccinated.  

c. However, Spruell refused to specify whether Jason’s application for religious 

exemption had been processed and/or denied. When pressed, Spruell replied only 

that Human Resources would be in contact with additional information. 
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64. Jason spoke with Spruell again on April 14, 2022. On this call, for the first time, Jason was 

informed that his application for a religious exemption had indeed been denied; but Spruell 

was not able to give a reason for the denial.  

65. On May 5, 2022, Spruell sent Jason an email to “confirm that the NBA has denied [Jason’s] 

request for a religious exemption from the NBA’s requirement that all NBA employees 

must be vaccinated for COVID-19.”  

a. “As reported to me,” Spruell wrote, “during your September 27, 2021 interview 

with Neal Stern and Melissa Dean, you acknowledged that neither your pastor nor 

your church objected to the COVID-19 vaccine and that several prominent Baptist 

ministers, in fact, advised congregants to get the vaccine.  You also told them that 

even if a vaccine that had no connection to fetal stem cells were developed (fetal 

stem cells being your stated basis your objection), you would still have concerns 

about a vaccine being used as an identifier to move across the country or eat dinner.  

Accordingly, we did not find a sincerely held religious belief that warranted an 

exemption.”  

b. Jason made no such statements. His church’s opposition to the Covid-19 vaccine is 

well-documented in Pastor Grissom’s letter. That religious objection is the basis of 

his request for religious accommodation.  

c. Spruell’s May 5 email concluded that, “consistent with other unvaccinated NBA 

employees who do not have exemptions from the COVID-19 vaccination 

requirement, we are ending your employment effective May 9, 2022.” 

d. A copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 
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66. On May 9, 2022, Jason Phillips was terminated from his position as Vice President of 

Referee Operations and Replay Center Principal. 

Plaintiffs’ Religious Objections to Available “Vaccines” 

67. Plaintiffs Mark Ayotte, Kenny Mauer, and Jason Phillips believe that use of the Pfizer, 

Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 “vaccines” would conflict with important 

tenets of their faith.  

68. Tens of millions of Americans, representing a substantial minority of many different faiths, 

object to the “vaccines” on faith-based grounds. E.g., Deepa Shivaram, 1 in 10 Americans 

say the COVID-19 vaccine conflicts with their religious beliefs (NPR December 9, 2021) 

(https://www.npr.org/2021/12/09/1062655300/survey-religion-vaccine-hesitancy-

exemptions). 

69. All three plaintiffs object to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 

“vaccines” due to the use of embryonic stem cells derived from aborted human fetuses 

(“fetal cell lines”) in development stages (in the case of the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA-

based therapies) and/or the production stage (in the case of the J&J viral vector shot). 

a. As Mark wrote: “All three of the currently available COVID-19 vaccines are 

produced by, derived from, manufactured with, tested on, developed with, or 

otherwise connected to aborted fetal cell lines.” Exhibit 1. 

b. In Kenny’s words: “The current COVID-19 vaccines based on mRNA utilize 

aborted fetal tissue and being subjected to this vaccine would assault the body God 

created for me”. Exhibit 2. 
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c. “I understand that the manufactures of these shots have used aborted fetal cells as 

a part of their development and/or testing…” according to Jason. “I cannot in good 

conscience use any product that takes its origin in abortion.” Exhibit 3. 

70. Plaintiffs’ faith-based belief in the sanctity of fetal life is at the heart of this conscientious 

objection. To wit: 

a. Mark, Kenny, and Jason believe, fundamentally, that a fetus is a human life with a 

soul and an identity; that it is, in other words, a person.  

b. They believe that any medical procedure that results in the killing of a healthy fetus 

constitutes the killing of an unborn person by another person (i.e., that feticide is 

infanticide). 

c. They believe that the carcass of an aborted fetus is not mere medical waste, but 

rather the body of a deceased person killed by another person. 

d.  They believe that harvesting human embryonic cells from the flesh of an aborted 

three-to-four-month-old fetus is an unconscionable act. 

e. They believe that medical research products and bioengineering inputs derived 

from human embryonic cells harvested from the corpse of an infanticide victim 

without consent (“fetal cell lines”) are the product of sin. 

f. They believe that medical research and biomanufacturing that relies on these 

“products of sin” are complicit in the original evil; and that medical products that 

derive from such complicity (including the Covid-19 “vaccines” produced by 

Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson) have a provenance in sin. 
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g. They believe that partaking of medical products that have their provenance in sin 

would be a ratification of the entire process: the original feticide, the harvesting of 

cells from the fetal corpse, the modification and cloning of those harvested cells 

into cell lines, the commodification of those fetal cell lines, the use of commodified 

fetal cell lines in medical research or biomanufacturing, and the laws, policies, and 

social norms that facilitate such “evil” conduct.4  

71. Although it is not necessary for faith-based beliefs to be well-founded or even coherent to 

be worthy of solicitude, plaintiffs’ concerns about the use of fetal cell lines have a sound 

basis in fact: fetal cell lines (specifically, HEK-293 and PER.C6) were instrumental in 

bringing the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 shots to market: 

a. Human Embryonic Kidney 293 (“HEK-293”) is the immortalized progeny of cells 

harvested from the kidney of a second-trimester fetus aborted in 1972 or 1973. 

HEK-293 cells were used in the development of mRNA vaccine technology to 

characterize and produce the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for proof-of-concept and 

for efficacy testing.5 Without HEK-293, the Pfizer and Moderna “vaccines” simply 

would not exist. 

b. Human primary embryonic retinal cells (“PER.C6”) were originally sourced from 

the retina of an 18-week-old fetus aborted in 1985. Johnson & Johnson uses 

 
4 The analogous ethical principle, as explained in Catholic doctrine: “When the illicit action is endorsed by the laws 

which regulate healthcare and scientific research, it is necessary to distance oneself from the evil aspects of that system 

in order not to give the impression of a certain toleration or tacit acceptance of actions which are gravely unjust. Any 

appearance of acceptance would in fact contribute to the growing indifference to, if not the approval of, such actions 

in certain medical and political circles.” Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Instruction Dignitas Personae 

(8th December 2008), n. 35; AAS (100), 884. 
5 North Dakota Department of Health, COVID-19 Vaccines & Fetal Cell Lines (last updated August 17, 2022) 

(www.health.nd.gov/sites/www/files/documents/COVID%20Vaccine%20Page/COVID-

19_Vaccine_Fetal_Cell_Handout.pdf). 
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PER.C6 cells to produce and manufacture the J&J viral vector “vaccine.” PER.C6 

is a necessary and critical manufacturing input in the production of each and every 

J&J Covid-19 shot.6 

72. Additionally, Kenny harbors a concern that the shots are “unnatural and will pollute my 

body forever with synthetic mRNA” and that “God’s name is on every human 

chromosome.” See Exhibit 3.  

a. This reflects Kenny’s belief that the long-lasting imprint of the mRNA “vaccines” 

represents an alteration of the natural human corpus in a manner displeasing to God.  

b. “We were made in his image and sealed with his name,” Kenny articulated. “I fear 

that pollution of his creation may make me an unacceptable sacrifice [to Him].” See 

Exhibit 3. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Title VII Religious Discrimination 

 

73. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the foregoing allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

74. Plaintiffs are protected under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000e-

2 et seq.) from discrimination in the workplace based on their religious beliefs. 

75. The NBA is Plaintiffs’ “employer” under Title VII and falls within the jurisdiction of the 

statute. 

 
6 Id. See also Meredith Wadman, Abortion opponents protest COVID-19 vaccines’ use of fetal cells (Science, 5 Jun 

2020) doi: 10.1126/science.abd1905 (www.science.org/content/article/abortion-opponents-protest-covid-19-

vaccines-use-fetal-cells). 
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76. As further described herein, Plaintiffs were subjected to discrimination from Defendant 

based on their religious beliefs.  

77. Plaintiffs were qualified for their positions. Mark, Kenny, and Jason were highly regarded 

NBA officials with over seventy years of combined experience. Their work withstood the 

constant scrutiny of millions of basketball fans for decades.  

78. Plaintiffs suffered adverse action by being terminated from their employment due to their 

religious beliefs. It is undisputed that these longtime NBA employees would not have been 

fired but for their failure to comply with the inoculation mandates. 

79. Defendant failed to reasonably accommodate Plaintiffs' religious beliefs, as required by 

law, and terminated Plaintiffs under circumstances that were discriminatory in nature. 

80. Plaintiffs are men of faith. Each falls into a classification protected under Title VII: Mark 

Ayotte is lifelong Catholic, Kenny Mauer a multidenominational Christian, and Jason 

Phillips is an avowed Baptist.  

81. Plaintiffs do not share a denominational affiliation. What they share is a common religious 

belief: the belief that human life is sacred from the moment of conception. Mark, Kenny, 

and Jason sincerely believe that this faith-based conviction is at the heart of their 

conscientious objection to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 

“vaccines.” 

82. At the time that the NBA enacted its Covid-19 inoculation mandates in August 2021, the 

vast majority of “unvaccinated” employees were individuals who, like Mark, Kenny, and 

Jason, objected to the available Covid-19 “vaccines” on religious grounds. Although 
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facially neutral, the NBA’s mandates were targeted primarily (perhaps exclusively) at such 

employees.  

a. Any legitimate objectives of the mandate could have been achieved by other, less 

intrusive means such as testing. Testing is relatively cheap and was, by all accounts, 

successful during the 2020-2021 season. At no point in 2021 did the NBA or its 

agents have access to scientific substantiation for the notion that “vaccination” 

without testing is more effective at preventing transmission than testing without 

“vaccination.” 

b. The mandate also failed to take account of previous infection, even though it was 

known at the time that “Individuals who have had SARS-CoV-2 infection are 

unlikely to benefit from COVID-19 vaccination.” Nabin K. Shrestha et al., 

Necessity of COVID-19 vaccination in previously infected individuals, medRxiv 

(June 2021) (https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.01.21258176).7  

c. The mandate was actually tailored toward an impermissible objective: forced 

compliance with hygienic norms.  

i. That is, the NBA divided its workforce into two camps: “vaccinated” 

(hygienic) and “unvaccinated” (unclean) and purged the latter – a group 

disproportionately comprised of individuals with a particular religious 

belief – almost entirely from its payrolls.  

 
7 See also Thomas Leon et al., COVID-19 Cases and Hospitalizations by COVID-19 Vaccination Status and Previous 

COVID-19 Diagnosis — California and New York, May–November 2021, CDC 

(https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7104e1.htm) (“By early October [2021], [unvaccinated] persons 

who survived a previous infection had lower case rates than persons who were vaccinated alone.”) 
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ii. Indeed, the metric that the NBA tracked most meticulously with regard to 

this policy had nothing to do with employee health or the number of game 

cancellations; it was the “vaccination rate” among the NBA workforce.  

83. Thus, because the NBA mandate was targeted at individuals who espoused particular 

religious beliefs, and because it was not narrowly tailored to any legitimate interest, it is 

discriminatory on its face. 

84. Furthermore, the NBA refused to update its policy in response to changing facts that 

rendered its policies irrational during the 2021-2022 season. Indeed, the NBA removed the 

inoculation mandate for referees in 2022-2023 (although it inexplicably excluded 

suspended referees such as Mark and Kenny from the policy change). The new 7-year 

NBA/NBRA CBA precludes inoculation mandates for NBA referees.  

85. At its inception, the averred basis of the inoculation policy and the consequences stemming 

therefrom were that the NBA ostensibly believed that Mark, Kenny, and Jason posed a 

greater risk of contracting Covid-19 and of transmitting the virus to coworkers than did 

their “vaccinated” peers.  

86. This belief was a hygiene heuristic – it was not substantiated by any reliable scientific 

evidence. 

87. Even if that belief had been well-founded at the time the suspensions were levied, it was 

debunked over the course of the coming months.  

a. Breakthrough cases became increasingly common in the fall/winter of 2021, and 

the highly transmissible Omicron variant ripped through the “vaccinated” and 

“unvaccinated” populations alike.  
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b. By January 2022, CDC head Dr. Anthony Fauci acknowledged that “Omicron, with 

its extraordinary, unprecedented degree of efficiency of transmissibility, will, 

ultimately, find just about everybody.” Fireside Chat with Dr. Anthony Fauci: Is 

the Pandemic in Transition? January 11, 2022 (transcript) 

(https://www.csis.org/analysis/fireside-chat-dr-anthony-fauci-pandemic-

transition) 

88. Furthermore, the NBA had actual knowledge that their mandate was completely ineffectual 

at curbing the spread of Covid-19.  

a. During the 2020-2021 season, with no vaccine mandate in place and vaccines 

largely unavailable, only 6 referees tested positive for Covid-19. By contrast, 

during the 2021-2022 season, 65 out of 73 of the NBA’s fully vaccinated referees 

tested positive.  

b. At one point in late 2021, over one third of all NBA referees were in Covid-19 

protocols and were unable to officiate. Adrian Wojnarowski, More than one-third 

of NBA referees are in COVID-19 protocols, sources say (ESPN, Dec 30, 2021). 

89. Yet even as the futility of the “vaccine” mandate became ineluctable and the NBA had to 

call up less qualified officials from its G League to officiate NBA games, the league never 

lifted plaintiffs’ suspensions or offered plaintiffs the opportunity to return to their jobs. To 

the contrary, the NBA dug in its heels. 

90. Under Lukumi and Fulton, the NBA cannot cure the flaws in its inoculation mandate by 

providing an exemption system that accommodates some religious adherents (but not 
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others) based on subjective criteria. However, the NBA attempted to do exactly this by 

offering a religious exemption from the Covid-19 inoculation mandate. 

91. Per NBA policy, persons with “sincere religious beliefs” that cannot be reconciled with the 

inoculation mandate would be exempted from the policy. Exempted officials would still 

have to take precautionary measures, including the testing protocols that had been 

successfully implemented during the 2020-2021 season.  

92. The NBA offered this exact accommodation to some employees, including at least one 

minor league referee.  

93. However, when Plaintiffs made their sincere religious beliefs known to the NBA and 

articulated that they could not, in good conscience, comply with the organization’s Covid-

19 inoculation mandate, the NBA withheld that accommodation from them. 

94. The basis for that withholding? The NBA’s lawyers, after a pointed interrogation, adjudged 

plaintiffs’ beliefs to be illogical, unorthodox, and/or not entirely religious and therefore 

insufficient to satisfy the “high standard” of a sincerely held religious belief. This 

adjudication flies in the face of fundamental hornbook law. To wit:  

a. An employee’s “sincerely held religious belief” is not held to a “high standard” at 

all – it is held to an exceedingly low standard requiring only sincerity.  

b. A religious belief need not be logical, orthodox, or entirely religious in order to 

merit solicitude under Title VII. A belief need not even be religious to merit Title 

VII protections, so long as it occupies the same métier as a religious conviction. 
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c. An exemption system cannot accommodate some religious adherents, but not 

others, based on the degree to which a decision-maker grants solicitude to a 

particular adherent’s belief system.  

d. The only legitimate functions of a meeting regarding a requested accommodation 

are (1) to determine whether the employee sincerely believes that his sincere beliefs 

are religious in nature or (2) to have an “interactive dialogue” regarding alternative 

accommodations.  

e. Because the NBA’s rejection of plaintiffs’ applications for religious exemptions 

had no objective basis in logic, they represent arbitrary and capricious 

determinations that must be vetted for illicit prejudices, including racial 

discrimination, age discrimination, and personal vendettas. 

95. Throughout this entire process, defendants manifested actual hostility toward plaintiffs and 

toward all others espousing the same particular religious belief – which constitutes a sizable 

minority of Americans. See Deepa Shivaram, 1 in 10 Americans say the COVID-19 vaccine 

conflicts with their religious beliefs (NPR December 9, 2021) 

(https://www.npr.org/2021/12/09/1062655300/survey-religion-vaccine-hesitancy-

exemptions). 

96. Discrimination can be inferred from the NBA’s statements and conduct, including:  

a. The policy itself.  

b. The pandemic-era climate of hostility towards religious abstainers from Covid-19 

“vaccines,” especially in New York.  
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c. Statements made by Adam Silver and other top NBA officials regarding 

“vaccination” status and compliance with “vaccine” mandates.  

d. The hostile interrogation by Neal Stern (“Stern”), Senior Vice President and 

Assistant General Counsel, and Melissa Dean (“Dean”), Assistant Vice President 

and Senior Counsel for Employment & Benefits.  

e. The sparse, illegitimate, and clearly pretextual reasons for the NBA’s denial of 

plaintiffs’ applications for religious exemptions.   

f. The granting of religious exemptions to another on-court official who applied for 

similar reasons.  

g. The NBA’s continued persecution of plaintiffs for failing to obtain a Covid-19 

“vaccine” long after the mandate became obviously moot. 

97. Mark, Ken, and Jason were injured by the NBA’s enactment of the discriminatory 

inoculation mandate and were further victimized by the organization’s zealous 

enforcement of this discriminatory policy. Had the NBA not taken upon itself to force faith-

based conscientious objectors to adhere to secular norms, none of plaintiffs’ complained-

of injuries would have manifested. 

98. The wrongful denial of their requested accommodations was also a but-for cause of 

plaintiffs’ injuries. Had the NBA not withheld from plaintiffs their requested religious 

accommodation, Mark, Kenny, and Jason would still be employed as NBA officials. 

Instead, as a direct and proximate consequence of the NBA’s decision to deny their 

requested accommodation, these longtime employees were suspended and fired for 

refusing to compromise their religious beliefs.  
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99. Retaliation can be inferred from the NBA’s failure to reverse its baseless policy during the 

2021-2022 season, from its continued penalization of Mark, Kenny, and Jason even after 

it had actual knowledge that there was no valid reason to do so, from its failure to reinstate 

plaintiffs for the 2022-2023 season (after the inoculation mandate was lifted), and from all 

affirmative adverse employment actions that occurred after the “vaccine” mandate became 

moot. This includes Jason’s termination on May 9, 2022, and Mark and Kenny’s 

termination on September 1, 2022. 

100. In sum: Plaintiffs were persecuted. They were suspended without pay, barred from doing 

important aspects of their profession, and ultimately terminated from employment. 

101. Consequently, plaintiffs lost their primary source of income and benefits. They also 

suffered reputational damages, experienced emotional trauma and distress, were deprived 

of fundamental rights, were subjected to discrimination, and were effectively barred from 

pursuing their profession.  

102. Plaintiffs have obtained a right to sue from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission (“EEOC”). 

a. Mark Ayotte received a right to sue on September 22, 2022.  

b. Kenny Mauer received a right to sue on September 26, 2022. 

c. Jason Phillips received a right to sue on October 21, 2022. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

New York State Human Rights Law (NYSHRL) 

 

103. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the foregoing allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 
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104. Plaintiffs are protected by New York State Executive Law § 296 (the “New York State 

Human Rights Law” or “NYSHRL”) because they worked in New York State and the 

discrimination they experienced had an impact in the jurisdiction. 

105. The NBA was Plaintiffs’ “employer” for purposes of NYSHRL.  

106. The elements of a prima facie cause of action for discrimination under NYSHRL are 

substantially similar to those of Title VII. Thus, because the NBA’s discrimination and 

retaliation violates federal law, it necessarily violates NYSHRL. However, NYSHRL is 

more broadly protective of employees than federal law and offers more comprehensive 

non-economic damages than federal law. 

107. Plaintiffs Mark Ayotte, Kenny Mauer, and Jason Phillips were highly regarded NBA 

officials with over seventy years of combined experience. These longtime employees 

would not have been fired but for their failure to comply with the inoculation mandates.  

108. Plaintiffs are religious Christians who share a common religious belief: the belief that 

human life is sacred from the moment of conception.  

109. Plaintiffs sincerely believe that this faith-based conviction is at the heart of their 

conscientious objection to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 

“vaccines.” 

110. The NBA’s inoculation mandate was discriminatory: it was particularly targeted at 

individuals who, like plaintiffs, were “unvaccinated” for religious reasons and it was 

tailored with an eye toward forcing faith-based conscientious objectors to adhere to secular 

hygienic norms.  
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111. The NBA’s decision to withhold religious accommodations from plaintiffs must have been 

arbitrary and wrongful because plaintiffs do have sincere religious objections to the 

available Covid-19 shots and should have been granted the religious exemptions for which 

they were eligible. 

112. The NBA’s words, actions, and inactions manifested actual animus against individuals who 

espoused a faith-based belief that life begins at conception or the belief that the Pfizer, 

Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 “vaccines” violate a religious taboo. 

113. Because of their religious beliefs, plaintiffs were subjected to a hostile work environment, 

endured harassment, were suspended or otherwise barred from doing their job, and were 

ultimately terminated. 

114. Consequently, plaintiffs lost their primary source of income and benefits. They also 

suffered reputational damages, experienced emotional trauma and distress, were deprived 

of fundamental rights, were subjected to discrimination, and were effectively barred from 

pursuing their profession. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

New York City Human Rights Law (NYCHRL) 

 

115. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the foregoing allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

116. Plaintiffs are protected New York City Administrative Code § 8-107 (the “New York City 

Human Rights Law” or “NYCHRL”) because they worked in New York City and the 

discrimination they experienced had an impact in the jurisdiction. 

117. The NBA was Plaintiffs’ “employer” for purposes of NYCHRL. 
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118. The elements of a prima facie cause of action for discrimination under NYCHRL are 

substantially similar to those of Title VII. Thus, because the NBA’s discrimination and 

retaliation violates federal law, it necessarily violates NYCHRL. However, NYCHRL is 

more broadly protective of employees than federal law and offers more comprehensive 

non-economic damages than federal law. 

119. Plaintiffs Mark Ayotte, Kenny Mauer, and Jason Phillips were highly regarded NBA 

officials with over seventy years of combined experience. These longtime employees 

would not have been fired but for their failure to comply with the inoculation mandates.  

120. Plaintiffs are religious Christians who share a common religious belief: the belief that 

human life is sacred from the moment of conception.  

121. Plaintiffs sincerely believe that this faith-based conviction is at the heart of their 

conscientious objection to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 

“vaccines.” 

122. The NBA’s inoculation mandate was discriminatory: it was particularly targeted at 

individuals who, like plaintiffs, were “unvaccinated” for religious reasons and it was 

tailored with an eye toward forcing faith-based conscientious objectors to adhere to secular 

hygienic norms.  

123. The NBA’s decision to withhold religious accommodations from plaintiffs must have been 

arbitrary and wrongful because plaintiffs do have sincere religious objections to the 

available Covid-19 shots and should have been granted the religious exemptions for which 

they were eligible. 
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124. The NBA’s words, actions, and inactions manifested actual animus against individuals who 

espoused a faith-based belief that life begins at conception or the belief that the Pfizer, 

Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 “vaccines” violate a dietary taboo. 

125. Because of their religious beliefs, plaintiffs were subjected to a hostile work environment, 

endured harassment, were suspended or otherwise barred from doing their job, and were 

ultimately terminated. 

126. Consequently, plaintiffs lost their primary source of income and benefits. They also 

suffered reputational damages, experienced emotional trauma and distress, were subjected 

to discrimination, and were effectively barred from pursuing their profession. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray that this Court grant the following relief 

against Defendants: 

A. Enter judgment on the First Cause of Action declaring that Defendants have 

violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; declare that Defendants had actual and 

constructive knowledge that violations of Title VII were occurring; declare that Defendants’ 

violations of Title VII were willful; award Plaintiffs front and back pay; award Plaintiffs 

compensatory damages, including but not limited to damages for reputational damages and for 

emotional pain and suffering; award Plaintiffs punitive damages; award Plaintiffs pre- and post-

judgment interest; award Plaintiffs reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs; and award such other and 

further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

B. Enter judgment on the Second Cause of Action declaring that Defendants have 

violated New York State Human Rights Law (NYSHRL); declare that Defendants had actual and 

constructive knowledge that violations of NYSHRL were occurring; declare that Defendants’ 

violations of NYSHRL were willful; award Plaintiffs front and back pay; award Plaintiffs 
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compensatory damages, including but not limited to damages for reputational damages and for 

emotional pain and suffering; award Plaintiffs punitive damages; award Plaintiffs pre- and post-

judgment interest; award Plaintiffs reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs; and award such other and 

further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

C. Enter judgment on the Third Cause of Action declaring that Defendants have

violated New York City Human Rights Law (NYCHRL); declare that Defendants had actual and 

constructive knowledge that violations of NYCHRL were occurring; declare that Defendants’ 

violations of NYCHRL were willful; award Plaintiffs front and back pay; award Plaintiffs 

compensatory damages, including but not limited to damages for reputational damages and for 

emotional pain and suffering; award Plaintiffs punitive damages; award Plaintiffs pre- and post-

judgment interest; award Plaintiffs reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs; and award such other and 

further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiffs demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

Dated: November 12, 2022 

LAW OFFICES OF SHELDON KARASIK, P.C. 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

By:________/s/ Sheldon Karasik___________ 

Sheldon Karasik (SK-4020) 

1127 Fordham Lane 

Woodmere, New York 11598 

Direct Dial: (917) 587-8153  

Email: sheldon@karasiklawoffices.com 
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